The design of quantisation table is viewed as an optimisation problem because the quantisation table produces the compression/quality trade-off in baseline joint photographic experts group algorithm. In this paper, efforts have been taken to reduce the computation time of the differential evolution (DE) algorithm by using the surrogate model. This paper applies a problem approximation surrogate model (PASM) to assist DE algorithms for optimising the quantisation table. It also analyses the performance of PASM in DE algorithm based on approximation error and evolutionary perspective. In addition, it confirms the results using statistical hypothesis tests. PASM is integrated in classical differential evolution and knowledge-based differential evolution algorithms. Different benchmark images are used to validate the PASM performance in DE algorithms for three target bits per pixel. The result shows that integrated PASM in DE algorithms reduces the computation time and guarantees the similar results as DE algorithms without a model. Keywords: differential evolution; knowledge-based differential evolution; surrogate model; fitness approximation; problem approximation; image compression; joint photographic experts group; JPEG; quantisation table; optimisation; meta-heuristic search; ANOVA; Wilcoxon signed rank test. 
Introduction
Joint photographic experts group (JPEG) is a still image compression standard vastly used on the internet (W3Tech, 2017) . Among four operation modes of JPEG, sequential discrete cosine transform is referred as the baseline JPEG algorithm and its detailed description is provided by Wallace (1992) . Quantisation is an important step in baseline JPEG algorithm and it decides the trade-off between the image quality/compression. Quantisation can be done through 8 × 8 default quantisation table which is recommended by the independent JPEG group (IJG). JPEG standard allows the users to change the quantisation table according to their applications. Many researchers viewed the generation of quantisation table as an optimisation problem and they tried to optimise the quantisation table using meta-heuristic algorithms (Monro and Sherlock, 1993; Sherlock et al., 1994; Wu, 2004; Guo et al., 2007; Boyandi et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Konrad et al., 2009; Lazzerini et al., 2010; Ma and Zhang, 2012; Viswajaa et al., 2015; Naresh et al., 2015; Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam, 2015b; Vinoth Kumar et al., 2016) and also some researches tried to improve the performance of the same Karpagam., 2016a, 2016b) . In the year 2015, Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam (2015b) has been proved that classical differential evolution (CDE) is a promising technique to optimise the quantisation table for the JPEG baseline algorithm. They also proposed KBDE which incorporates the domain knowledge in CDE operators and it performs better than CDE. They also mentioned that the main drawback of using a CDE algorithm for this application is having more computation time. This is due to computationally expensive fitness evaluations. Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam (2016c) proposed a problem approximation surrogate model (PASM) to approximate the unfitness value and they applied it to assist genetic algorithm (GA) and knowledge-based genetic algorithm (KBGA) in optimising the quantisation table for a target bits per pixel. This proposal reduced the computation time of GA and KBGA without any loss in their performance. They conducted many experiments to analyse the performance of PASM only in GA. Although PASM is applied to GA, it has never been applied to DE algorithm. The objective of this paper is two-fold; one is to analyse the performance of PASM in DE algorithm using measuring criteria such as mean squared difference (MSD), correctly selected (CS), and potentially correctly selected (PCS). Another one is to apply the PASM to approximate the unfitness value in DE and KBDE process and to reduce the computation time of the same without any loss in their performance.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. A brief review of the CDE and KBDE algorithm is given in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates the PASM. The various performance measures are explained in Section 4. The experiments and results are discussed in Section 5. Final thoughts are concluded in Section 6.
Differential evolution
The DE is introduced by Storn and Price in the year 2005 which is a population-based optimisation algorithm. The operators involved in the DE algorithm are initialisation, mutation, crossover and selection. Storn and Price proposed two crossover strategies, namely binomial and exponential. The different variants of DE available in the literature are DE/Rand/1, DE/Rand/2, DE/Best/1, DE/Best/2, (Storn and Price, 2005; Das and Sugathan, 2011) . Among these variants, the exploration capability of 'DE/rand/1/bin' strategy is very strong and therefore, it is appropriate for solving multimodal problems (Dorronsoro and Bouvry, 2011; Zelinka et al., 2012 Figure 1 . Initially, a population of N p chromosomes is generated randomly. Three chromosomes x r1,G , x r2,G and x r3,G are selected randomly in the current population G and the mutant chromosome v i,G is calculated as shown in equation (1). The scaling factor F controls the evolution and it is chosen between 0 and 1. Trial Chromosome u i,G is formed by performing a binomial uniform crossover between mutant chromosome v i,G and target chromosome x i,G based on crossover probability C r as shown in equation 2. If fitness value of trial chromosome is better than the target chromosome, then it is replaced by trail chromosome, otherwise it remains same for the next generation G + 1 as shown in equation (3).
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Above said procedure is followed in KBDE by modified CDE operators. KBDE used application specific domain knowledge in the operators such as knowledge-based initialisation (KBI), knowledge-based differential mutation (KBM) and knowledge-based crossover (KBC). The characteristics of a given image and image compressibility basics are used as knowledge. This knowledge incorporation improves the local exploitation ability which in turn improves the convergence rate. The detailed description of KBDE is given in Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam (2016b) . Figure 2 shows the flow diagram of KBDE process and the yellow colour is used to identify the operators where the knowledge is injected. 
Knowledge-based differential mutation
Knowledge-based crossover
Problem approximation surrogate model
Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam (2016c) proposed a PASM to approximate the unfitness value in the evolution of quantisation table optimisation. An unfitness function used in CDE and KBDE is shown in equation (4).
where a = 10, B r = bit-rate, λ = desired compression ratio, ε = mean square error. It requires the calculation of the bit-rate (B r ) and MSE (ε) for the given image to find the unfitness value for each chromosome. In order to calculate B r and ε, the whole JPEG compression and decompression process needs to be executed for the given image. Dividing the image into 8 × 8 blocks is the first step in the JPEG compression process. Therefore the computation time for unfitness value calculation depends on number of 8 × 8 blocks present in a given image. PASM reduces the number of 8 × 8 blocks of a given image to a lesser number. Due to this, the computation time of unfitness value gets reduced; however the calculated unfitness value is approximated to the original value. 
Experimental results
The focus of this paper is to reduce the computation time of DE algorithms using PASM. Figure 5 shows the benchmark images which are taken from USC-SIPI image database. Each image is of size 256 × 256 and digitised to 256 gray levels. The programs are executed for 20 runs and the comparison graph has been drawn based on the average value of each measure as shown in Figures 6 to 8. The measures are estimated for eight different images by setting target bits per pixels at 0.75, 1.0, and 1.5 in 20 independent runs (totally 8 × 3 × 20 = 480 runs for each algorithm). Figure 6 is taken from Vinoth Kumar and Karpagam (2016c) which shows the MSD value between the actual unfitness value and PASM-based approximated unfitness value because these values are irrespective of DE process. Figures 7 and 8 shows the CS and PCS chromosomes, respectively, which are calculated between PASM-based DE and its counterpart DE without PASM. The differences between the performances of PASM with different k values are analysed at multiple time points. Friedman's ANOVA test (Smith et al., 2011 ) is used to analyse the significant difference in performance of different k values across multiple generations. Therefore, a null hypothesis is made that there are no significant differences among different k values. Table 1 shows the p-value obtained from Friedman's ANOVA test with 0.05 at level of significance ( ) for the above said performance measures. The p-values of all the measures are less than 0.05 shows the rejection of the null hypothesis. It shows that there is a significant difference among the PASM with different k values.
To find the best k value, a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test (Smith et al., 2011) is performed among the considered k values. Here 'less than' symbol ('<') or 'greater than' symbol ('>') are used to compare the performance of any two k values in Table 2 . The symbols '<' and '>' represent the row k value is 'significantly worse' and 'significantly better' than column k value respectively.
From Table 2 , it is clearly understood that k = 100 is better than other k values in all measures.
As per the above study, the number of clusters in PASM is set as 100 and it is incorporated in all proposed DE algorithms. The comparative results between each DE algorithm with a model to their counterpart DE algorithm without model are reported in the subsequent sections. PASM-based DE algorithms are implemented in same programming environment evaluated using a same set of benchmark images as given in the paper Karpagam, 2015b, 2016b) . The programs are executed 20 runs for each image against each of the target bpp: 0.75 and 1.0 and 1.5.
A performance comparison is made between the DE-based quantisation table and PASM-DE-based quantisation table using PSNR and computation time. The computation time of the algorithms is calculated using the MATLAB command. The population size, scaling factor and crossover probability for CDE and PASM-CDE simulations are shown in Table 3 and the simulation of PASM-CDE is terminated when it reaches the better result than a CDE result of the corresponding target bpp. Number of independent runs 20 20 A performance comparison is made between the KBDE-based quantisation table and PASM-KBDE-based quantisation table using PSNR and computation time. The population size, scale factor and crossover probability for KBDE and PASM-KBDE simulations are shown in Table 5 and the simulation of PASM-KBDE is terminated when it reaches the better result than a KBDE result of the corresponding target bpp. Table 6 compares the performance of the PASM-KBDE-based quantisation table with KBGA-based quantisation tables for different target bpp. It displays the average results of both KBDE and PASM-KBDE from 20 independent runs. From Table 6 , it is clearly shown that PASM-KBDE-based quantisation table yields similar results as a KBDE in terms of PSNR. Table 6 also shows that KBDE and PASM-KBDE takes 6,707.52 seconds and 4,482.99 seconds on average, respectively to generate the optimal quantisation table. It confirms PASM reduces the computational time of KBGA by 33.2%.
Conclusions
A PASM has been applied to assist DE algorithms for optimising the quantisation table in the JPEG baseline algorithm. The performance of PASM in DE algorithm is analysed based on approximation error and evolutionary perspective. The analysis report is confirmed by Friedman's ANOVA and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. PASM assisted DE algorithms achieves the similar PSNR value as their counterparts with the reduced computation time. As an average, PASM reduces the computation time of DE algorithms by 32.9%. As a future direction, the computation time can be reduced by incorporating the multiple search strategy in DE algorithms.
